
Y COMBINATOR 
Founder Discussion & 
Mini Career Fair 

Cameron Yarbrough
Cofounder and CEO at Torcher Leadership (torch.io), he’s a Gaucho with a goal! He has 
created an executive coaching marketplace that leverages principles of psychology and 
management training to help managers become better leaders. He combines his 15+ years 
of owning and operating companies with 10 years of training and working in the field of 
psychology. While working at Stanford’s Graduate School of Business and running a private 
psychology practice, he supervised a pilot executive coaching program at Y Combinator and 
assisted executives with the leadership challenges of scaling successful teams.

Lauren Schulte Instagram: @laurenschulte | Twitter: @lmschulte
After more than a decade into her marketing career, Lauren was tired of getting infections 
from tampons. She founded The Flex Company to solve her own problem (flexfits.com). 
She raised over $6M in venture capital to manufacture and sell menstrual discs, the most 
innovative breakthrough in period products since 1930. The Flex Company grossed $4M in 
sales in its first year with 12 employees. Lauren considers herself a social entrepreneur and has 
been featured in TechCrunch, The New Yorker, The Washington Post, and more. She earned a 
B.B.A. in Marketing from Georgia State University.

PanPan Wang
Wang is cofounder at The Flex Company. He was previously a venture capitalist with Fosun 
Kinzon Capital, a $300mm cross-border early stage fund where he led the digital health 
practice. He joined Kinzon Capital after building the business development and sales 
teams at Jiff. The first company that he founded after his time at Haas was CareAnywhere, 
a medical tourism marketplace, which crashed and burned from a very low altitude. Panpan 
is dedicated to empowerment of at-risk youth through arts education and is currently a film, 
photography, and storytelling mentor at Venice Arts (venicearts.org).

Y Combinator is one of the most well-known incubators in the bay area and three of its graduates are coming to 
UCSB to talk about the firms they started and to look for future employees that fit their mission and culture.

Founders/CEOs from Torch Leadership Labs (leadership accelerator) and Flex (medical devices/feminine care) will 
introduce their companies, answer questions, and be available to speak with you about opportunities for your next 
career step. The Founders/CEO’s will share information about their firms and what the start-up environment is all 
about and then attendees will rotate among the companies to learn more from the Founders and ask questions. 
Each will also provide some insight into key success factors for the entrepreneurial journey including designing and 
producing a product, the challenges of marketing and finding capital.

Friday, May 4 | 1:30pm–3:30pm | Mosher Alumni House (Top Floor)


